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11 

12 

CARLOS ROJAS, an Individual CASE NO.: 13 

14 ) 
) PLAINTIFF CARLOS ROJAS' COMPLAINT 

FOR: 

(1) VIOLATION OF LABOR CODE §1102.5; 

(2) BREACH OF IMPLIED AND/OR EXPRESS 

)  C O N T R A C T  O F  C O N T I N U E D  

EMPLOYMENT; 

(3) VIOLATION OF DUE PROCESS OF 

) TENURED PUBLIC EMPLOYEE; AND 

) (4)CONSTRUCTIVE TERMINATION 

Plaintiff, 15 

16 
vs. 

17 
) 

18 

19 CITY OF SANTA ANA, a municipality; and 
DOES 1 - 50, Inclusive, 

20 ) 
) 

) 21 
Defendants. 

22 

23 

24 
Plaintiff Carlos Rojas ("ROJAS" or "Plaintiff), with knowledge as to his own acts and based upon 

25 

information and belief with regard to all other matters, by and through his attorneys of record, alleges as 
26 

27 follows: 

28 
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1 1. ROJAS is an individual who, at all times relevant herein, resided within the County of 

2 
Orange, State of California and was employed by Defendant City of Santa Ana ("CITY") at CITY'S 

3 

^ business office(s) located in the County of Orange, State of California. 

2. ROJAS alleges that CITY is a municipality doing business in the County of Orange, State 

6 of California. The Santa Ana City Council, as the governing body of the City of Santa Ana, acts, represents, 

5 

7 
and implements policy on the behalf of CITY. 

8 

3. Defendants CITY and DOE Defendants 1 through 50 are hereinafter sometimes collectively 
9 

referred to as "Defendants". 10 

11 On or about June 19, 2017, ROJAS exhausted his administrative remedies by filing a 

12 
Government Claim against Defendants which was denied by operation of law. 

13 

ROJAS is presently not aware of the true names and/or capacities of defendants DOES 1 
14 

through 50, inclusive, and therefore sues said defendants by such fictitious names. ROJAS is informed and 15 

16 believes and upon such information and belief alleges that said fictitiously named defendants are directly 

17 
and proximately responsible for the injuries and damages alleged herein. ROJAS will amend this Complaint 

18 

to allege the true names and capacities of said fictitiously named defendants when, and if, ascertained. 
19 

6. ROJAS is informed and believes and upon such information and belief alleges that at all 20 

21 relevant times each and every Defendant was a principle, agent, employer, employee, manager, supervisor, 

22 
officer, shareholder and/or owner of each and every other Defendant, and each and every act and/or omission 

23 

of each and every Defendant occurred by and through the owner of the Defendant and within the course and 
24 

scope of such agency and/or employment and/or was approved and/or ratified by the acts and/or omissions 25 

26 of each and every other Defendant. 

27 
/ / /  

28 

/ / /  
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1 FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

2 
A. ROJAS was a Long-Term Exemplary Employee with CITY. 

3 

For approximately twenty seven years, ROJAS served as a police officer with CITY, 
4 

5 beginning his career as a patrol officer in January 1990, and rising through the ranks of corporal, sergeant, 

6 commander and deputy chief, culminating with his May 2014 appointment to Chief of Police, following two 

7 
years of successfully serving as Interim Chief. 

8 

At no time during his employment with CITY did ROJAS waive his constitutional rights g 
9 

guaranteed to public employees by the due process clause of the United States and California Constitutions. 10 

11 Specifically, in 2012, when ROJAS was promoted to Interim Chief, ROJAS and CITY did not enter into an 

12 
at-will employment agreement and his employment status was never changed from a civil service position 

13 

to an at-will position. Likewise, in May 2014, upon his promotion to Chief of Police, ROJAS and CITY did 
14 

not enter into an at-will employment agreement and his employment status was never changed from a civil 15 

16 service position to an at-will position. At all times during his tenure with CITY, through and including as 

17 
Chief of Police, ROJAS' employment records reflected a "Seniority Date" of January 1990. 

18 

The CITY Charter does not provide that the Chief of Police is appointed "at the will and g 
19 

pleasure of the City Council, thereby evidencing an intent by the voters of CITY who approved the Charter 20 

21 
to create a property interest in that position. On the contrary, the CITY Charter does include specific 

22 
language with regard to "officers appointed by the city council" and specifically references the CITY 

23 

Manager, the CITY Attorney and the Clerk of the Council "who shall serve at the pleasure of the City 
24 

Council and may be removed by motion of the City Council adopted by the affirmative votes of the City at 25 

26 
least two-thirds ( 2/3 ) of the members of the council." 

27 
Pursuant to CITY's Charter, the CITY Manager is charged with the responsibility of 10. 

28 

evaluating the performance of the Chief of Police. ROJAS consistently received the highest possible ratings 
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1 (i.e., "significantly exceeds expectations" or "exceeds" expectations") and he consistently received 

2 
performance based bonuses, not only as Chief, but throughout his entire lengthy employment history with 

3 

„ CITY. 
4 

11. Specifically, with regard to RO JAS' most recent Performance Evaluation, RO JAS received 

6 a rating of "significantly exceeds expectations" or "exceeds expectations" for each and every one of the 

thirteen separate "Managerial Behaviors and City Values" and the CITY Manager concluded: "Thank you 

5 

7 

8 

Chief for your outstanding work and dedicated service to City of Santa Ana. You have done a remarkable 

10 job in your first two years." 

12. With regard to RO J AS' previous Performance Evaluation dated July 10,2014 (the only other 11 

12 
Performance Evaluation ROJAS was provided as Chief), ROJAS again received all the highest possible 

13 

ratings (i.e., "significantly exceeds expectations" or "exceeds" expectations") and was recommended for the 
14 

highest possible performance pay raise of 7.5%. 15 

16 13. Additionally, ROJAS received numerous awards, commendations and recognitions from 

17 
other local, state and federal agencies, as well as from community groups, business community groups and 

18 

non-profit organizations. 
19 

Police Officer Association ("POA") President Gerry Serrano (with his Ongoing B. 20 

21 Grudge against ROJAS) and CITY Mayor Miguel Pulido (and others on City 

22 
Council) Conspire to Collude to Force the "Resignations" of the CITY Manager 

23 

and ROJAS. 
24 

14. In or about 2001, Serrano was selected as CITY's Public Information Officer by then-Captain 25 

26 George Saadeh. However, within a week of his selection, Serrano was involved in an incident which 

27 
resulted in Serrano's removal from the assignment by Captain Saadeh and Captain Saadeh's decision to 

28 

select ROJAS to replace Serrano in this Public Information Officer assignment. 
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1 15. Additionally, approximately five years ago in 2012, RO JAS justifiably disciplined then-Sgt. 

2 
Gerry Serrano. 

3 

16. It appears Serrano, to this day, harbors a grudge against ROJAS. 
4 

For relevant reasons set forth below, Serrano is married to an investigative assistant for 

6 Orange County District Attorney's Office ("OCDA"). 

17. 5 

7 
In 2013, CITY Manager Cavazos replaced then-CITY Manager (and former Police Chief) 

Paul Walters who had a reputation for a relaxed attitude towards officer misconduct. CITY Manager 

10 Cavazos and ROJAS began to pursue police accountability measures and crack down on poor officer 

18. 

8 

11 behavior. ROJAS attempted to steer the department away from corruption and disciplined (and even 

12 
terminated) certain police officers who had violated the law while at work. However, some at CITY, 

13 

especially long-tenured officers (including Serrano, a 20-year-plus veteran, who represented the "old-school" 
14 

faction of the department) bristled at ROJAS' new approach and ROJAS engendered the wrath of the Police 15 

16 Officers Association ("POA"). 

17 
19. ROJAS also participated in community forums and instituted reforms, moved in the direction 

18 

of community policing and implemented a beat system for patrol officers (a common and established 
19 

practice at police departments across the country) which was recommended in the Final Report of the 20 

21 President's Task Force on 218t Century Policing and which the City Council and the CITY's Public Safety 

22 
Committee encouraged ROJAS to pursue. 

23 

20. Some time in approximately 2016, Mayor Pulido approached then-POA President John 
24 

Franks and requested his assistance in "getting rid" of CITY Manager Cavazos. POA Franks refused. 25 

26 
21. In April of 2016, POA President Franks resigned prior to completing his term as President, 

27 
an uncommon event for Santa Ana POA Presidents. POA President Franks was replaced as POA President 

28 

by Serrano. 
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1 Shortly after Serrano became POA President, ROJAS was approached by Dave Elliot, 22. 

2 
President of the Santa Ana Chamber of Commerce at an Awards Ceremony for the American Red Cross. 

3 

Mr. Elliot said he was contacted by Serrano who was seeking support to get rid of both the CITY Manager 

5 and ROJAS. Mr. Elliot told ROJAS that he found Serrano's solicitation to be very strange. He also told 

6 ROJAS that he was an advocate for businesses in CITY and supported whoever was in those positions. 

7 
23. Then, in approximately mid-2016, Serrano actually approached each City Council member 

8 

and the CITY Manager in an attempt to terminate ROJAS. In an email, Serrano requested a meeting with 

all the City Council members and the CITY Manager responded back, copied the CITY Attorney, and 10 

11 informed Serrano that such meeting would be a violation of the Brown Act. The City Manager met with 

12 
Serrano. Serrano became upset with CITY Manager Cavazos when the CITY Manager stated that ROJAS 

13 

was the best Police Chief he had ever worked with (as evidenced by ROJAS' above-referenced exemplary 
14 

Performance Evaluations and raises.) Serrano then turned on the CITY Manager and told the City Council 15 

16 members that the CITY Manager was "disrespectful." 

17 
24. Serrano immediately began with an aggressive campaign of smearing certain CITY leaders, 

18 

including ROJAS, by making unsupported false or factually inaccurate allegations related to crime and/or 
19 

policing activities (i.e., Serrano sent an email to business owners claiming crime has reached 20 

21 "unprecedented" levels due to a lack of leadership by the CITY Manager and ROJAS, that "violent 

22 
crime/shootings have sky rocketed over 500% percent [sic] since 2012" and that it is "common for our 

23 

community to wait hours for a police officer response to a 911 call"). 
24 

25. Two incidents of note, Serrano made an allegation that ROJAS engaged in political activity 25 

26 in violation of the Government Code because the campaign of Orange County Supervisor Andrew Do used 

27 
a picture of ROJAS and other police chiefs on a campaign flyer. This picture was taken unbeknownst to 

28 

ROJAS during a meet and greet with other chiefs and the supervisor. Similarly, Serrano made allegations 
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1 against Sarmiento for distributing a campaign flyer while standing in front of an officer sitting in a Santa 

2 
Ana Police patrol car alleging the misuse of police resources. Both allegations from Serrano were without 

3 

merit and just another example of his vengeful conduct against those whom he considered to be his enemies. 
4 

26. Ultimately, as set forth below in more detail in Section E, ROJAS disclosed to both CITY 

6 and to the OCDA (where Serrano's wife works) information regarding certain potentially illegal activities 

5 

7 
of Mayor Pulido and Serrano. However, ROJAS is informed and believes and thereon alleges that OCDA 

8 

Tony Rackauckas declined to prosecute any action against Mayor Pulido (and Serrano), as well as other 

10 certain "high profile" Orange County elected officials. 

11 27. ROJAS is informed and believes and thereon alleges that these issues are currently being 

12 
litigated in other whistle-blower actions filed by at least three OCDA investigators who faced their own 

13 

respective employment retaliation and who have each alleged the OCDA's office (and/or Rackauckas) 
14 

interfered in corruption investigations of Rackauckas' "political allies" - one of whom was Pulido. 15 

16 ROJAS was Constructively Terminated in Violation of California Law, the C. 

17 
CITY Charter, the CITY Municipal Code and ROJAS' Civil Service 

18 

Protections. 
19 

Despite his exemplary Performance Reviews and despite the civil service protections 28.  20 

21 guaranteed to him by California law and CITY's Charter, ROJAS, due to circumstances entirely unrelated 

22 
to his performance, was constructively terminated in May of 2017. CITY's constructive termination of -

23 

and retaliation against - ROJAS violates, inter alia, California law, CITY's Charter and the Santa Ana 
24 

Municipal Code, as well as ROJAS' civil service rights. 25 

26 29. Throughout and towards the end of his employment with CITY, ROJAS disclosed reasonably 

27 
based suspicions of illegal activity or noncompliance with rules and/or regulations to other CITY employees 

28 
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1 who either had authority over ROJAS or had authority to investigate, discover or correct the violation or 

2  . . . . .  
noncompliance. As set forth herein, these disclosures eventually resulted in his constructive termination. 

3 

Specifically, as described in more detail below, ROJAS, inter alia: (1) disclosed 30. 
4 

5 impropriety/illegality regarding certain activities involving Mayor Pulido (i.e., inter alia, improper/illegal 

6 involvement related to medical marijuana dispensaries, misuse of public influence/funds, improper direction 

of police staff); (2) disclosed impropriety/illegality regarding CITY employees' and CITY officials' 
7 

8 

involvement in November 2016 City Council elections (both before, during and after the elections) and the 

POA's involvement (and, in particular, Serrano's involvement therein in collusion with certain members 10 

11 of the City Council) related thereto; and (3) disclosed his concern (especially following the termination of 

12 
the then-CITY Manager Cavazos) that ROJAS would be constructively terminated - not because of his 

13 

performance - but a result of the alleged bribery/collusion which occurred between the City Council and the 
14 

POA and/or as a result of ROJAS' disclosure of reasonably based suspicions of illegal activity or 15 

16 noncompliance with rules and/ or regulations to other CITY employees who either had authority over ROJAS 

17 
or had authority to investigate, discover or correct the violation or noncompliance. 

18 

Despite ROJAS' Repeated Complaints, No Investigation was Undertaken by D. 
19 

CITY. In fact, CITY's Inaction Enabled the Illegal Activity to Continue and 20 

21 Resulted in ROJAS' Eventual Constructive Termination. 

22 
31. The CITY Charter states: 

23 

"The City Council, the City Manager, or any person or committee authorized by either of them, shall 

have power to inquire into the conduct of any office, department, agency, or officer of the City and 

to make investigation as to City affairs, and for that purpose may subpoena witnesses, administer 

oaths, and compel the production of books, papers, and other evidence." City Charter, Chapter 11, 

"Investigations by the City Council or City Manager". 

24 

25 

26 

27 
32. Despite the fact that, as set forth in detail below, ROJAS repeatedly complained to the CITY 

28 

Manager, the CITY Attorney, the CITY Human Resources Director and members of the City Council 
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1 regarding the below described allegations of illegality/collusion/bribery - both prior to (i.e., before these 

2  . . . .  
events were public knowledge) and after the election - and complained regarding other possible illegal 

3 

conduct on the part of Serrano, Pulido and others, CITY took no action and no investigation was undertaken 
4 

5 or conducted under the power vested in the CITY Charter. 

6 To the contrary, as set forth below, CITY allowed the illegal acts to continued while doing 33. 

7 
nothing to protect the rights of ROJAS. Indeed, following ROJAS' disclosures of reasonably based 

8 

suspicions of illegal activity or noncompliance with rules or regulations to CITY, CITY allowed a public, 

often factually inaccurate or false, and concerted attack against him by the POA (and by Serrano) and by 10 

11 certain members of the City Council to continue. CITY also allowed Serrano and Pulido to continue with 

12 
their below described activities unimpeded. 

13 

E. ROJAS Disclosed Illegal Activity to Both CITY and to the OCDA. ROJAS has 
14 

Recently Learned that the Information he Provided may have been Ignored 15 

16 and/or Improperly Handled, not only by CITY, but by the OCDA. 

17 
34. In or about August of 2011, ROJAS overheard a conversation between City Council members 

18 

Sarmiento and Tinajero in which they expressed amazement that Pulido had taken plans from the State of 
19 

California regarding some type of power/electrical generating plant, deleted the State of California's name 20 

21 and sold the plans to the Mexican government. Thereafter, ROJAS disclosed this information to CITY 

22 
and/or to the OCDA's office. 

23 

Thereafter, on April 25,2014, a Santa Ana resident left a message for ROJAS. On April 28, 35. 
24 

2014, ROJAS called the resident back. The resident told ROJAS that Pulido was taking money from 25 

26 medical marijuana dispensary operators so they could continue to do business illegally in the CITY. The 

27 
resident stated that he had an individual who was willing to provide information and that he was simply 

28 
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1 serving as the "middleman". ROJAS told the resident he would discuss the information with the CITY 

2 
Attorney. 

3 

36. ROJAS did, in fact, disclose and discuss the information with both the CITY Attorney and 
4 

5 the CITY Manager. Specifically, ROJAS disclosed that he had been informed that Pulido was allegedly 

6 charging $25,000.00 for a potential licensee for a dispensary permit. Following his conversation with the 

7 
CITY Attorney and the CITY Manager, ROJAS also contacted the OCDA. 

8 

37. Text messages between those in the marijuana business confirm that Pulido is "on [a certain 
9 

individual in the marijuana business'] payroll" and that this certain individual "ha[s] been with mayor many 10 

11 times for dinner and at [this certain individual's] house", that this certain individual has "all the city papers 

12 
from meeting and mayor" and that the businesses who are going to get "priority" for the marijuana licenses 

13 

are "those 22 shops [that] gave 25k each to campaign for cc [City Council]". 
14 

On or about April 30, 2014, ROJAS contacted (former Anaheim Deputy Chief of Police) 38. 15 

16 Head Investigator Craig Hunter of the OCDA's Investigations Bureau. 

17 
39. ROJAS informed Hunter of the phone call. Hunter asked ROJAS to pass his phone number 

18 

on to the resident so they could speak and ROJAS did so. The resident stated he would contact Hunter that 
19 

evening or the next morning. 20 

21 40. For some time, ROJAS did not receive any further information from the OCDA and was 

22 
uncertain what, if anything, came from that investigation. 

23 

41. In or about October/November of 2015, ROJAS disclosed to CITY that Pulido made a direct 
24 

request to him to seek enforcement of a medical marijuana dispensary and, specifically, that Pulido had 25 

26 called the Police Department to inquire about the issuance of a permit to a specific dispensary. (These 

27 
disclosures are documented in emails between high-ranking CITY officials.) At the time, a federal lawsuit 

28 

was pending against CITY (and Pulido personally) which similarly alleged: (1) that Pulido and other CITY 

10 
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1 employees put up a ballot proposal, Measure BB, for the November 2014 election and solicited payments 

2 .. . 
from certain favored dispensaries with the promise of winning a spot in an eventual marijuana permit lottery; 

3 

and (2) that Pulido had personally directed enforcement activities. In October of 2016, CITY settled the 
4 

5 federal lawsuit for $100,000.00. ROJAS is unaware of any other follow-up on the part of CITY. 

6 42. With regard to his disclosure to the OCDA's office, ROJAS is now informed and believes 

7 
and thereon alleges that, in or about May of 2017, Hunter filed a Government Claim - for his own improper 

8 

termination - against the OCDA's Office, alleging that OCDA Tony Rackauckas had improperly interfered 

10 in political corruption investigations involving his supporters - one of whom was Mayor Pulido. 

11 Additionally, as set forth above, Serrano's wife is employedbythe OCDA's office. (Again, 43, 

12 
Serrano has a close relationship with Pulido as set forth in detail herein, especially with regard to the 2016 

13 

City Council elections) 
14 

While CITY officials failed to investigate the various references to Pulido's illegal 44. 15 

16 involvement in the marijuana industry, ROJAS continued to receive information regarding same, both oral 

17 
and in writing. ROJAS continued to disclose this information to CITY - which CITY continued to ignore. 

18 

Beginning in or about the end of 2013 until the time of ROJAS' constructive termination, 45. 
19 

ROJAS participated in weekly meetings at CITY with the Executive Management Team Meetings (meetings 20 

21 with the Department Heads) where the following subjects were discussed: 

22 
Businesses at the CITY-owned Santa Ana Regional Transportation Center facility claimed 

they were paying rent to Pulido. The businesses were evicted as there were no lease 

agreements in place with CITY. It was also discussed that there was a bus transportation 

company that provided trips to/from Santa Ana/Los Angeles and Mexico that was in 

violation of Department of Transportation regulations that also "went away" under CITY 

Manager Cavazos; 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Pulido had allowed an adult/musical/orchestra group to use an old YMCA building at the 

comer of Broadway/Civic Center to store their equipment but the building was not supposed 

to be occupied due to an environmental issue. There was discussion that Pulido was 

somehow profiting from this as well. CITY Manager Cavazos also put an end to this; 

27 

28 
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1 Pulido was collecting rent from small CITY-owned parking lots that sat between businesses; 

and 
2 

They discussed questionable development deals where CITY would lease vacant land in $1 

in perpetuity to a developer under the auspices of a parking lot for housing development with 

the parking lot then be "converted" into a paid parking lot. 

3 

4 

5 
46. Furthermore, in or about late-summer or early-fall of2016, ROJAS disclosed to CITY and/or 

6 

the OCDA's office that, while actual campaign contributions for Pulido are either minimal or non-existent, 
7 

8 ROJAS was told by the CITY Manager that Pulido would run all of "his funds" through an "independent 

Q 

expenditure account" which allowed Pulido to use his funds more freely and allowed him to not account for 

10 
them as campaign contributions. 

11 

47. In June of 2016, when presidential candidate Hillary Clinton visited Santa Ana during the 
12 

13 presidential campaign, ROJAS received a call from one of his commanders stating that the U.S. Secret 

14 
Service was requesting uniformed officers on a short time frame and that candidate Clinton was going to 

15 
go to Mariscos Hector restaurant on Broadway. The purported proprietor of this restaurant is Diego Olivares 

16 

whose history allegedly includes, inter alia, a federal conviction for cocaine trafficking, as well as social 17 

18 media posts which include photographs of guns, drugs, cash - and Pulido. 

19 
48. ROJAS met with the Secret Service and the Clinton staffer and told them that he was 

20 
unhappy with the late notification. The Clinton staffer told ROJAS he did not understand the problem as 

21 

"the Mayor had selected the location this morning." The secret service then told ROJAS that they would 22 

23 then go ahead and "vet" the Mariscos Hector restaurant location. After "vetting," the location chosen by 

24 
Pulido was changed by the secret service from Mariscos Hector to another restaurant down the street. 

25 

/ / /  
26 

/ / /  27 

28 / / /  

/ / /  

12 
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1 F. ROJAS Disclosed to CITY the Collusion Between Serrano and Certain City 

2 
Council Members (Including Pulido) with Regard to the November 2016 

3 

Elections. Again, CITY Failed to Act Appropriately. 
4 

49. Serrano and the POA spent approximately $300,000.00-$400,000.00 in the 2016 elections 5 

6 to support candidates who agreed in advance that, if elected, they would vote to remove, in order: (1) CITY 

Manager Cavazos (who, as detailed below, was eventually forced to "resign" in January 2017 pursuant to 
7 

8 

a $315,000.00 payment); (2) ROJAS; and (3) CITY Attorney Sonia Carvalho. 

50. Serrano and the POA supported council members Mayor Pulido, Jose Solorio and Juan 10 

11 Villegas, and opposed Vincente Sarmiento, Sal Tinajero and former Councilman RomanReyna - supporters 

12 
of CITY Manager Cavazos and ROJAS 

13 

51. The POA-Backed Candidates were: 
14 

(A) Mayor Pulido: The Mayor, along with Serrano, orchestrated the above-described improper/illegal 15 

16 "plan". 

17 
(B) Jose Solorio: ROJAS learned from the CITY Manager that City Council candidate Solorio accepted the 

18 

offer of funds/endorsement from Serrano in exchange for Solorio's agreement to advocate to terminate 
19 

ROJAS. Solorio met with the CITY Manager prior to the election and stated that ROJAS needed to be 20 

21 terminated. The CITY Manager explained to him that ROJAS was doing a good job and that it was the 

22 
CITY Manager's job to evaluate ROJAS. 

23 

(C) Juan Villegas: The CITY Manager told ROJAS that Villegas had stated he wanted ROJAS terminated. 
24 

ROJAS was also told by two assistants to the CITY Manager that Villegas wanted ROJAS terminated, that 25 

26 Villegas was making disparaging remarks about ROJAS and that Villegas was trying to obtain negative 

27 
information on ROJAS. 

28 

52. POA-Opposed Candidates were: 

13 
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1 (A) Vincente Sarmiento: During the 2016 Employee Appreciation Lunch at City Hall, ROJAS was 

2 . . 
approached by Sarmiento when he was leaving. Sarmiento (an attorney by profession) told ROJAS that he 

3 

thought he was doing a good job. Sarmiento told ROJAS that he had been approached by Serrano and 

5 offered funds/an endorsement for his political campaign if he would agree to advocate for the termination 

6 of ROJAS. Sarmiento told ROJAS that Serrano's "offer" sounded an awful lot like bribery and Sarmiento 

7 
did not accept. ROJAS reported this conversation to both the CITY Manager and to the CITY Attorney. 

Later, in April of 2017, at the Employee Awards Banquet, Sarmiento approached ROJAS' wife and 

10 congratulated her on ROJAS' new job and on relocating up north. ROJAS' wife told Sarmiento that the 

8 

11 family was not relocating and that this was not how ROJAS had planed on ending his career. Sarmiento 

12 
acknowledged this stating: "I know many on the Council are not happy about this." 

13 

(B) Roman Reyna: ROJAS learned that Serrano had also offered council member Roman Reyna funds/an 
14 

endorsement by Serrano for his political campaign in exchange for his agreement to terminate ROJAS. 15 

16 Shortly after Serrano became POA President, Reyna met with Serrano (and another officer) and David 

17 
Benevides. During that conversation, Serrano said: (1) the POA did not like what ROJAS was doing and 

18 

that ROJAS needed to be replaced; (2) CITY Manager Cavazos was supporting ROJAS and that was not 
19 

helpful; and (3) the POA was going to do something about that. Serrano said that if Reyna could work with 20 

21 the POA as the POA would require Reyna's support to first get rid of CITY Manager Cavazos (because the 

22 
City Council could not directly get rid of ROJAS) and then get rid of ROJAS. Serrano also said that if 

23 

Reyna would do this then the POA would support him - i.e., do everything it could to get him re-elected. 
24 

Conversely, Serrano said if Reyna would not do this, then the POA would do everything it could to see to 25 

26 it that he was not re-reelected. Reyna understood this to be a bribe and responded that he would have no 

27 
part of it. Serrano simply responded that the POA would find someone else to take Reyna's place. The POA 

28 

14 
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1 then proceeded to support Juan Villegas (and, as set forth herein, expended approximately $300,000.00 -

2 
$400,000.00 on the 2016 City Council election) who eventually won the seat. 

3 

^ (Q Sal Tinajero: Tinajero confirmed he was offered what he considered to be a bribe by Serrano and 

5 outlined the timing of the "plan" even prior to the "resignation" of the CITY Manager: Tinajero stated 

6 Serrano's and the Mayor's plan was the CITY Manager would need to go first, followed in order by ROJAS 

and then the CITY Attorney. Tinajero explained this was the Mayor's attempt to "re-establish his power." 
7 

8 

Tinajero stated that Serrano ended the conversation with him by stating: "Sal, are you ready to throw some 

10 bodies out the window?" 

53. Additionally, the CITY Manager told ROJAS that Pulido had approached Santa Ana resident 11 

12 
Mark McLoughlin who was considering running for City Council. Pulido told McLoughlin (witnessed by 

13 

his wife, Janelle McLoughlin) that, if he was willing to support the Serrano and the POA and advocate for 
14 

the termination of ROJAS, he would get their endorsement. McLoughlin did not agree and instead decided 15 

16 to run for the Santa Ana School Board (he did not win the school board seat). Thereafter, on or about 

17 
October 27,2016, ROJAS attended a Santa Ana Chamber of Commerce event at which Mark McLoughlin 

18 

was present. Mr. McLoughlin corroborated what the CITY Manager had previously told ROJAS about 
19 

Pulido's actions. 20 

21 ROJAS disclosed and complained about these "bribes/offers" to the CITY Manager. The 54. 

22 
CITY Manager told ROJAS that: (1) he had never seen anything like this in all of his years of public service; 

23 

(2) he was unsure whether this was legal; and (3) he was aware that the other City Council members were 
24 

raising concerns that it might be bribery. The CITY Manager described the Mayor as being the individual 25 

26 who tried to "soften" the City Council members up and that Serrano would then come in to "close" the deal. 

27 
55. The CITY Manager told ROJAS he had heard comments that implied there may have been 

28 

an actual written document (pledge) that Serrano was trying to get the City Council candidates to sign. 

15 
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1 56. Sarmiento narrowly retained his seat while Roman Reyna lost to Juan Villegas and Jose 

2 
Solorio won the seat vacated by Angie Amezcua. The Mayor also won his seat. 

3 

G. ROJAS Disclosed Additional Illegal Conduct to CITY Officials. 
4 

57. In or about December of 2016, ROJAS disclosed to the CITY Manager and the CITY Human 5 

6 Resource Director that certain member/s of the POA had been improperly accounting for their time. 

7 
Relatedly, prior to his constructive termination (see below), ROJAS disclosed and 

^ complained regarding Serrano's various pay sources, as ROJAS believed this pay to be unethical and/or 

10 possibly an illegal gift of public funds and against the law as it relates to the PERS retirement system. For 

58. 

8 

11 sake of example, ROJAS disclosed and complained to CITY: 

12 
Serrano is a full-time union President who does not engage in any public service as a police 

sergeant yet his position is reported to PERS as that of "police sergeant"; 13 

14 
Serrano is receiving detective pay which the MOU provides as incentive pay to those officers 

assigned to conduct investigations yet as POA President Serrano does not conduct any 

investigations; 
15 

16 

Serrano receives a uniform allowance but is not required to wear a uniform; 17 

18 Serrano receives bilingual pay which goes towards his retirement (due to CITY reporting 

him working as a police sergeant) even though he is performing full time union work; 
19 

Serrano is not required to submit time off (as are other CITY employees) but, rather, is able 

to cash his time and roil over at will; prior to ROJAS' constructive termination, CITY 

required ROJAS to approve Serrano's request to ACM Mouet that he carry over time to next 

year; 

20 

21 

22 

23 POA Board Members were not accounting for their union time and while the CITY Human 

Resources Manager told ROJAS that "it was a big problem," the CITY Human Resources 

Manager simply told ROJAS that "was how it was done"; and 
24 

25 

CITY's MOU does not allow the Chief of Police to discipline Serrano for "on duty" conduct, 

only allowing him to discipline him for "off duty" conduct for which other officers could 

receive discipline. 

26 

27 

28 59. Additionally, ROJAS is informed and believes that in the recently-ratified contract, Serrano 

received a significant pay increase (causing him to earn more than most police chiefs in the country) while 

16 
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1 eliminating any CITY accounting for Union hours with CITY agreeing that it would cover any gaps not 

2 . . 
covered by the membership contribution (i.e., every employee donates his/her floating holiday to cover 

3 

Serrano's salary). 

While the CITY Human Resources Director agreed with ROJAS, the CITY Human 

^ Resources Director simply said "there is no way he would be able to do anything about it." [Since ROJAS 

60. 5 

7 
has left the CITY, he has become aware of identical situations at other agencies which resulted in violation/s, 

8 

costing both the agencies and the union president/s a significant amount of money.] 

61. Additionally, in October of 2016, ROJAS was informed by an officer in the Traffic Division 

that a vehicle had been stored that belonged to Pulido's daughter. Another officer had seen the vehicle 

10 

11 

12 
double parked and issued a citation and continued with his work assignment, issuing other citations. 

13 

Approximately one hour later, the officer returned and, finding the vehicle still double parked and 
14 

obstructing traffic, received permission to store the vehicle. As the officer was completing the paperwork, 15 

16 he was approached by a woman who stated that he "could not take the car because she was the mayor's 

17 
daughter" and she proceeded to try to move the car. The officer called for another officer. The officer told 

18 

ROJAS that the woman then tried to give the phone to him, stating that the Mayor (her father) was on the 
19 

phone and he needed to talk with him. ROJAS disclosed this information in writing to the CITY Manager 20 

21 62. In 2017, a marijuana dispensary owner/manager came to the police department complaining 

22 
about the time line related to having his permit approved. When ROJAS' secretary told him they were 

23 

working on it, he replied: "Do I need to contact Gerry Serrano to make this go faster?" ROJAS' secretary 
24 

was taken aback and responded that Serrano had nothing to do with the permit approval process. The 25 

26 owner/manager responded that he had been "referred to Serrano by the Mayor" and that Serrano "had been 

27 
organizing a union for the marijuana industry." 

28 

/ / /  
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1 Despite ROJAS' numerous and ongoing disclosures and complaints, ROJAS is informed 63. 

2 
and believes and thereon alleges that CITY initiated no inquiry or investigation into same, despite both the 

3 

provisions of state law and the CITY Charter requiring same. 

H. After Winning their Council Seats, the Council Members Make Good on Their 5 

6 "Political Debt" with Serrano and Pulido to "Get Rid of the CITY Manager 

7 
and then ROJAS. 

8 

64. After winning the council seat, Solorio again met with the CITY Manager and again told him 
9 

that ROJAS had to be terminated "because he had an agreement/promise to the police union." Solorio 10 

11 suggested that ROJAS should be terminated because the crime rate was going up. The CITY Manager 

12 
explained to Solorio that ROJAS had civil service protection under the CITY Charter and stated that the 

13 

CITY would likely have to pay ROJAS "a lot of money" for wrongful termination. Solorio then accused 
14 

the CITY Manager of protecting ROJAS. The CITY Manager told him that he was not protecting anyone 15 

16 and that ROJAS was doing a very good job. (The CITY Manager also said that, on the other hand, if ROJAS 

17 
was not doing a good job he would fire him.) The CITY Manager told ROJAS that this conversation had 

18 

made him very uncomfortable as it was inappropriate. 
19 

65. At a post-election December 20,2016 City Council meeting, Tinajero stated: "We're going 20 

21 into closed session right now to pay back a political debt" meaning that Pulido, Villegas and Solorio were 

22 
trying to pay back the POA for supporting their campaigns. Tinajero specifically alleged that Serrano told 

23 

people before the election that the POA would spend heavily on the election and only back candidates who 
24 

supported terminating ROJAS and CITY Manager Cavazos and stated: "That, my friends, is corruption." 25 

26 66. Although ROJAS had repeatedly complained about same - understanding that his supposedly-

27 
protected civil service job was in jeopardy - CITY utterly failed to protect him. 

28 

/ / /  
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1 Then, at a "special" December 28, 2016 City Council meeting - called by Pulido when City 67. 

2 . . 
Council members Tinajero, Benavides and Sarmiento were on vacation during the holiday week in a move 

3 

described by City Council member Tinajero as "a blatant hijacking of the CITY government" - Pulido, 

5 Villegas, Solorio and Michele Martinez voted 4-0 to place CITY Manager Cavazos "on leave" as the City 

6 Council reviewed and investigated "current and former issues arising from his personal performance 

7 
evaluations, including but not limited to the impacts of personal workplace relationships and the 

8 

development of a romantic relationship policy." (This alleged incident had been previously investigated, 

with a finding of "no policy or law violation, no violation of any development of a relationship policy" and 10 

11 no violation of any other performance related issues.) Additionally, CITY has no "romantic relationship 

12 
policy," evidencing the pretextual nature of CITY's reason for the CITY Manager's employment separation. 

13 

68. Thereafter, on January 17,2017, the City Council voted 4-2 (Sarmiento was absent) to relieve 
14 

CITY Manager Cavazos of his duties, pursuant to an immediate "separation on amicable terms" and a 15 

16 payment of over $300,000.00. 

17 
Gerardo Mouet - CITY's "Parks and Recreation Director" - was appointed as the Acting City 69. 

18 

Manager ("ACM"), despite the CITY having a prior Deputy City Manager (Robert Cortez) in place. This 
19 

appointment, made in a manner inconsistent with the CITY Charter and the practices of municipal 20 

21 government, was also suspicious due to the fact that Mouet's daughter dated Pulido's son. 

22 
70. In the evening of January 18,2017, ROJAS received a call from former Councilwoman Angie 

23 

Amezcua (replaced by Solorio) and her husband Robert Oliver. They told ROJAS that Solorio was putting 
24 

out inaccurate information to the public via Facebook to lay the foundation to fire ROJAS (i.e., falsely 25 

26 claiming that the police department does not have a gang unit and that the status quo at the police department 

27 
must change) further evidencing Solorio's intent. The fact that: (1) the CITY Manager never expressed any 

28 

concerns from Solorio, Villegas, Pulido (or any other council person regarding his performance); and (2) 

19 
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1 that ROJAS had little to no contact with Solorio, Villegas and the Mayor, made clear to ROJAS that there 

2 
were non-performance based motivations at issue. 

3 

Having Replaced CITY Manager Cavazos (i.e., the first part of "the Plan"), I. 
4 

ACM Mouet Initiates Improper Constructive Termination Conversations with 5 

6 ROJAS. 

7 
71. ACM Mouet initiated disturbing meetings with ROJAS. ACM Mouet began by stating that 

8 

he was aware that ROJAS was doing a good job but that "the problem he has is political." Then, during the 
9 

months of January and February of 2017, ACM Mouet began repeatedly - and improperly - asking ROJAS 10 

11 about his "plans for retirement" and about what he "wanted [his] legacy to be." 

12 
When, on one day, ROJAS mentioned to ACM Mouet that he was eligible to retire in July 72. 

13 

of 2018, ACM Mouet fixated on that date and, in early February, began talking to ROJAS about "buyfing] 
14 

time until July 2018." [During this time period, City Council members Pulido-Solorio-Villegas continued 15 

16 to put out factually incorrect or false information about the department. Additionally, ROJAS was being 

17 
uninvited to meetings to which he should be included. During this time period, ROJAS also became aware 

18 

(via written and oral communications) that Pulido was improperly directing ROJAS' staff in violation of 
19 

CITY Charter.] 20 

21 73. By mid-February, ACM Mouet was openly asking ROJAS whether he was "knew of any 

22 
other options that he might have heard of from any other police chiefs," while simultaneously stating that 

23 

he was researching "the option of paying [him] as a consultant with a scope of work until 2018." 
24 

Also in mid-February, ROJAS noticed some odd issues with his personal cell phone and 74. 25 

26 sought assistance from CITY's IT department. TheCITY'sIT department determined that CITY had "taken 

27 
control" of his personal phone and entered it into CITY's "mdx" system. CITY's IT department removed 

28 

ROJAS' personal phone from the system yet remained unable to explain how his personal phone could have 

20 
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1 been entered in the system in the first place. (Additionally concerning and disturbing, a high ranking CITY 

2 
official warned both ROJAS and CITY Manager Cavazos that the official would not be surprised if Puhdo 

3 

^ had not arranged to have both of them followed.) 

75. Through late February, ACM Mouet continued to discuss his "political problem" and 

6 mentioned additional "options" for ROJAS, including: (1) the possibly created title of "Police 

Commissioner," which would include the same salary and would entail some sort of "counter-terrorism" 

5 

7 

8 

p duties; (2) serving as a "consultant" with some yet-to-be-determined scope of work; or (3) remaining as 

10 Chief, yet with an "assistant chief." 

76. These meetings between ROJAS and ACM Mouet - in which ACM Mouet discussed the 

resolution of his "political problem" - continued to take place in March. By late March, a rumor had started 

11 

12 

13 

that ACM Mouet had told ROJAS "to look for another job or be placed on administrative leave." 
14 

77. By late March/early April, after making these various disclosures and watching the ouster 15 

16 of CITY Manager Cavazos - as accurately planned/predicted by Serrano and certain City Council members 

17 
as the first phase of their "plan" - ROJAS was well aware that, despite his desire to end his career and 

18 

eventually retire with CITY, he could no longer remain with CITY and simply wait for his own (albeit 
19 

unjustified) future "amicable" termination. 20 

21 78. ROJAS met with the CITY Attorney who had agreed to be (and eventually was) a reference 

22 
for ROJAS in his job search. 

23 

79. The CITY Attorney told ROJAS that ACM Mouet was under "a lot of pressure to set [him] 
24 

aside" and that ROJAS' finding new employment would alleviate that issue for the ACM and CITY. The 25 

26 CITY Attorney also stated that ACM Mouet had mentioned to her a "March 21Bt deadline." 

27 
/ / /  

28 

/ / /  
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1 On Tuesday, April 11th. ACM Mouet called and left a voice mail message for ROJAS, 80. 

2 , . 
requesting that he prematurely leave a pre-planned Chiefs' Conference in Monterey in order to return the 

3 

next day so that they could meet. (ROJAS has a copy of the voice mail message.) 

81. ROJAS returned ACM Mouet's call and expressed his concern that he was being improperly 

6 forced out of his civil service Chief of Police position. 

5 

7 
82. ACM Mouet returned ROJAS' voice mail and attempted to back off his original voice mail 

8 

2 message. 

83. The next day (April 12th), ROJAS spoke to the CITY Attorney who stated she had spoken 10 

11 to ACM Mouet and suggested that he "needed to be careful." 

12 
84. The CITY Attorney told ROJAS that, based solely on the information in the public record, 

13 

ROJAS would have a strong constructive termination case against the CITY. 
14 

85. Additionally, the CITY Human Resources Director told ROJAS that, if ROJAS did not 15 

16 resign, ROJAS could decide to "fight it out" with CITY if ACM Mouet proceeded with termination. It 

17 
would then be a question of: "Chief ROJAS, how many zeros do you want on your check?' 

18 

86. While ROJAS would have much preferred to remain at CITY for the remainder of his career 
19 

(until at the very earliest July 2018 although he had no specific intentions to retire at that time) and to 20 

21 maintain continuity of employment after twenty-seven years, ROJAS was forced to seek other employment 

22 
and unwillingly "resign" as CITY failed to investigate ROJAS' numerous disclosures of illegal activities 

23 

and CITY continued to allow a public, often false, and concerted attack against him by Serrano (and the 
24 

POA) and some on the City Council to continue. 25 

26 87. ROJAS was well aware that failing to resign when he did would greatly diminish his chances 

27 
of securing employment elsewhere although the information that was being publicized was either false or 

28 

inaccurate, especially since ROJAS had only recently witnessed the same thing orchestrated with regard to 
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1 the CITY Manager. The constant information being provided to ROJAS regarding bribery, paying back 

2 
political debt and the lack of denials by those accused as well as the inaction of CITY (i..e, all who either 

i 

had authority over ROJAS or had authority to investigate, discover or correct the violation or 

3 

5 noncompliance) made it clear to ROJAS that he had no option other than to resign. 

6 88. ROJAS initially submitted a Memo to CITY indicating he would resign in June. However, 

7 
ACM Mouet told ROJAS "it would be better to resign sooner rather than later" and the CITY Human 

8 

Resources Director agreed. 

ROJAS' "resignation" thus became effective May 5, 2017. 89. 10 

11 90. Prior to the CITY Manager's termination in January of 2017, the CITY Manager told ROJAS 

12 
that the CITY Manager would not blame ROJAS if felt like he had to resign because of the working 

13 

conditions created by the City Council (his exact words were that "they were crazy") which CITY allowed 
14 

to continue. The CITY Manager told ROJAS that he had worked with chiefs in a larger city (i.e„ Phoenix) 15 

16 and he had no doubt that ROJAS would be successful running a much larger department than Santa Ana. 

17 
The CITY Manager told ROJAS he would be a reference for him if he needed one and, eventually, the CITY 

18 

Manager did provide a reference for ROJAS when he applied for, and was hired by, his employer in 
19 

Northern California. 20 

21 91. The CITY Attorney also told ROJAS that he should not have to put up with what he put up 

22 
with from CITY and that other police departments would be very fortunate to have him. When ROJAS told 

23 

the CITY Attorney that he was applying for the Chief position in Northern California, the CITY Attorney 
24 

offered to be a reference for ROJAS and told him that she could not believe that he was able to stick it out 25 

26 with CITY for as long as he did. 

27 
/ / /  

28 

/ / /  
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1 CITY Continues to Act Improperly Post ROJAS' Resignation. J. 

2 
92. Although ROJAS' Resignation Memorandum was provided only to ACM Mouet and to the 

3 

CITY Human Resource Manager (with authorization to provide it to Serrano), ROJAS* Resignation 
4 

5 Memorandum was improperly "leaked" to the Voice of OC and/or to the New Santa Ana. 

6 93. On April 24,2017 (i.e., after ROJAS had submitted his Memo announcing his resignation 

7 
but before it became effective on May 5,h), the day before ACM Mouet was to release a selection process 

8 

^ for an acting police chief, in a 4-3 vote in a closed door meeting, the City Council voted to return ACM 

1 o Mouet to his former role as Director of Parks and Recreation. 

11 94. On May 2,2017, CITY hired retired Pasadena City Manager Cynthia Kurtz as ACM (which 

12 
she accepted on May 9, 2017). 

13 

95. On Saturday, June 3,2017, ACM Kurtz contacted now Chief ROJAS in Northern California 
14 

and they had an interesting conversation. Although ACM Kurtz and ROJAS had never met (and due to her 15 

16 position as ACM, she would necessarily be aware of the fact that ROJAS had already filed a Government 

17 
Claim - the prerequisite to a Civil Complaint - against the City) ACM Kurtz telephoned ROJAS. 

18 

96. ACM Kurtz inquired of and discussed with ROJAS, inter alia: (1) that she could not imagine 
19 

how difficult it must have been for him to be Chief at CITY; (2) that she had never before worked with such 20 

21 a "militant" POA President like Serrano; (3) that, in her many years of public service, she has not seen a 

22 
union behave like Serrano and his Board; (4) that she was seeking information and advice from ROJAS 

23 

about what to do regarding the Acting Chief of Police position; (5) that she requested ROJAS' opinion on 
24 

both of the deputy chiefs interested in the chief job as she was feeling significant pressure to name an interim 25 

26 police chief; (6) that she was satisfied with the current acting chief (Jim Schnabl) but she was feeling 

27 
pressure to make a change; (7) that the City Council thinks they are "staying out of it" but they are not; and 

28 

(8) that she would appreciate any advice ROJAS could provide to her. 

24 
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1 97. However, on June 20,2017, CITY made yet another change, with ACM Kurtz announcing 

2 
that David Valentin would be the yet new Acting Police Chief, replacing Jim Schnabl who had held the 

3 

position for less than two months. New Acting Police Chief Valentin was the "favored" choice of Serrano 

5 and the POA and ROJAS is informed and believes and thereon alleges that Valentin has since received a 

6 twenty-percent pay raise from CITY when past CITY practice for an "Acting" Police Chief is typically a 

4 

7 
five- percent pay raise. 

8 

K. ROJAS Has Been Damaged as a Result of CITY's Actions and Inactions. 
9 

98. As a result of CITY's improper and illegal actions and inactions, ROJAS has suffered 10 

11 significantly and has been severely damaged with regard to the events described herein. ROJAS has been 

12 
forced to obtain alternative employment at a new and unfamiliar smaller department in Northern California 

13 

where he will not only earn less salary but where he will also be required to expend considerably more in 
14 

living expenses as he will need to rent an apartment (with all the maintenance and travel expenses related 15 

16 thereto) while his family remains living in Southern California, at least until his son completes high school. 

17 
99. Furthermore, in addition to the difficult-to-quantify emotional toll of now being forced to live 

18 

apart from his family during the week, ROJAS will necessarily miss the day-to-day interaction with his wife 
19 

and son since ROJAS will be employed in Northern California. Additionally, now that ROJAS is employed 20 

21 in Northern California, the care of the ROJAS' minor son with significant medical issues will fall 

22 
disproportionately upon ROJAS' wife. Suffice it to say that "resigning" from CITY to begin at a new 

23 

Department was not a choice that ROJAS would have willingly made but for his constructively termination 
24 

resulting from, inter alia, the violations of California law, the Santa Ana City Charter and the Santa Ana 25 

26 
Municipal Code, as well as ROJAS' civil service rights. 

27 
m 

28 

/ / /  
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1 FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

2 
VIOLATION OF LABOR CODE §1102.5 

3 

(Against All DEFENDANTS) 
4 

100. ROJAS realleges Paragraphs 1 through 99 above and incorporates same as though fully set 5 

6 forth herein. 

7 
101. ROJAS, as described more fully above, disclosed to a government agency and/or law 

8 

enforcement agency and/or a person with authority over him or to an employee with authority to investigate, 

discover, or correct legal violations and/or noncompliance to DEFENDANTS. ROJAS had reasonable cause 10 

11 to believe that the information disclosed a violation of state, or federal statute and/or a violation of and/or 

12 
noncompliance with a local, state and/or federal rule and/or regulation. In response to the disclosures and 

13 

complaints initiated by ROJAS, DEFENDANTS failed to investigated or properly respond to same and, to 
14 

the contrary, humiliated, degraded and retaliated against ROJAS as more fully described above. 15 

16 102. Because of the retaliation and humiliation that ROJAS faced, ROJAS was constructively 

17 
terminated (i.e., was forced to resign.) 

18 

103. DEFENDANTS' treatment of and response to the disclosures, complaints and grievances 
19 

filed by ROJAS was in violation of Labor Code § 1102.5. 20 

21 ROJAS' disclosure of information was a contributing factor in ROJAS' constructive 104. 

22 
termination. 

23 

105. As a proximate result of DEFENDANTS' actions as alleged above, ROJAS has been harmed 
24 

by the loss of the wages, salary, benefits and additional amounts ROJAS would have received if ROJAS 

would not have been forced to resign by DEFENDANTS. As a result of such actions and consequent harm, 

25 

26 

27 
ROJAS has suffered such damages as according to proof. 

28 

/ / /  
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1 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

2 
BREACH OF IMPLIED AND/OR EXPRESS CONTRACT 

3 

OF CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT 
4 

(Against All DEFENDANTS) 5 

6 106. RO JAS realleges Paragraphs 1 through 105 above and incorporates same as though fully set 

7 
forth herein. 

8 

107. RO JAS alleges that the completion of his probationary period as a police officer together with 
9 

his employment records showing a seniority date of January 1990, the fact that the City Charter does not 10 

11 assert that the Chief of Police is appointed at the will and pleasure of the City Council and the fact that 

12 
ROJAS never signed an agreement or waiver of his right to civil service protections or continued 

13 

employment with CITY formed the basis of an express or implied agreement between ROJAS and CITY. 
14 

108. ROJAS was employed by CITY for approximately 27 years, consistently received excellent 15 

16 performance evaluations and remained in public employment in reliance on this agreement. ROJAS further 

17 
relied on the CITY to act professionally and fairly with its Chief of Police and relied on the fact that CITY 

18 

would comply with the civil service requirements, would not treat him in violation of law, without due 
19 

process or constructively terminate him without good cause. 20 

21 109. Based on the implied and/or express contract, ROJAS had an employment contract with 

22 
CITY that ROJAS would be employed with CITY so long as his performance was satisfactory and that CITY 

23 

would not discharge (or constructively discharge) him without good or just cause. 
24 

110. The terms of the employment contract included, but were not limited to the fact that ROJAS 25 

26 had a constitutional right to continued employment with CITY in that ROJAS, as a public employee, had 

27 
a property interest in his position. ROJAS' property interest in his position could not be removed without 

28 
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1 due process of law. Further, CITY could not demote or discharge (or constructively discharge) ROJAS 

2 
without good cause and fair warning, based on objective and reasonable job evaluations of ROJAS. 

3 

111. ROJAS at all times fulfilled his duties and conditions under the contract and was been ready, 
4 

5 willing and able to continue to perform them in a competent and satisfactory manner. 

6 112. Notwithstanding the express or implied promise to terminate (or constructively terminate) 

7 
the employment contract only for good cause, on or about May 5, 2017, CITY constructively terminated 

8 

^ ROJAS' employment, without good cause and even though ROJAS had received consistently good 

1 o performance evaluations and was not informed or any legitimate facts or circumstances where ROJAS failed 

to perform his duties as Chief of Police. 11 

12 
As a proximate result of CITY's breach of the express or implied contract, ROJAS has 113. 

13 

suffered and continues to suffer losses in earnings and other benefits in an amount to be established at Trial. 
14 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 15 

16 VIOLATION OF DUE PROCESS OF TENURED PUBLIC EMPLOYEE 

17 
(Against All DEFENDANTS) 

18 

114. ROJAS realleges Paragraphs 1 through 113 above and incorporates same as though fully set 
19 

forth herein. 20 

21 115. As a public employee in a tenured, non-probationary position, ROJAS had a constitutional 

22 
right (as well as a right provided by the CITY Charter) to continued employment in his position as Chief of 

23 

Police. ROJAS had a property right in his employment which prevented CITY from terminating him 
24 

without good cause. Further, ROJAS had a vested property right in his previously held tenured position as 25 

26 
Police Captain. 

27 
/ / /  

28 

/ / /  

28 
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1 116. ROJAS was deprived ofhis property right in his employment position by CITY without due 

2 
process of law in violation of the California Constitution, Article 1, Section 7, the California Government 

3 

. Code\ the CITY Charter and CITY's Civil Service Rules. 
4 

117. As set forth in detail here, pursuant to an illegal scheme between Serrano (on behalf of the 

6 POA and certain members of the City Council), certain City Council members were elected pursuant to an 

agreement to advocate for ROJAS' termination. This advocation for ROJAS' termination had nothing 

5 

7 

8 

2 whatsoever to do with ROJAS' performance, in complete violation, inter alia, of CITY's Civil Service 

10 Rules. When ROJAS watched the first part of the illegal scheme come to fruition (i.e., the 

11 termination/"resignation" of the CITY Manager) and knowing that he was the second "target" of the scheme 

12 
while aware that he was already being subjected to false and factually untrue performance accusations), 

13 

ROJAS knew that he would have to move quickly to obtain alternate employment or suffer an unjust - and 
14 

career altering - termination. 15 

16 118. As set forth in detail above, the CITY Manager is charged with the responsibility of 

17 
evaluating ROJAS' performance. ROJAS' Performance Evaluations were consistently "significantly 

18 

exceeds expectations" or "exceeds expectations" - the highest possible ratings. (Indeed, ROJAS received 
19 

these type of Performance Evaluations throughout his lengthy employment with CITY.) 20 

21 119. Even when ACM Mouet commenced his improper acts of constructive termination, he began 

22 
by stating that he was aware that ROJAS was doing a good job but that "the problem he has is political," 

23 

24 

Pursuant to Government Code §3304(c) 

"No chief of police may be removed by a public agency, or appointing authority, without 

providing the chief of police with written notice and the reason or reasons therefore and an 

opportunity for administrative appeal. For purposes of this subdivision, the removal of a chief of 

police by a public agency or appointing authority, for the purpose of implementing the goals or 

policies, or both, of the public agency or appointing authority, for reasons including, but not 

limited to, incompatibility of management styles or as a result of a change in administration, shall 

be sufficient to constitute 'reason or reasons.' Nothing in this subdivision shall be construed to 

25 

26 

27 

28 

create a property interest, where one does not exist by rule or law, in the job of Chief of Police." 
29 
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1 yet ACM Mouet then began his months long campaign discussing alternative jobs and retirement plans, etc. 

2 
Indeed, even after the false and factually untrue performance accusations began, others at the CITY (i.e. the 

former CITY Manager and the CITY Attorney) volunteered to provide ROJAS with a reference for his new 

5 employment. 

3 

6 120. There was no consideration for the property right ROJAS had in the 27-year career he had 

7 
with CITY. ROJAS has a vested right to continued employment and CITY violated that right. 

8 

121. As a result of ROJAS' constructive termination, he has been damaged. The damages include: 
9 

lost wages, loss of future wages, loss of future earnings, increased monthly medical premium payments, loss 10 

11 of retirement pension benefits, increased cost of living expenses and emotional distress. Although ROJAS 

12 
accepted a new position with a new police department, he is still suffering a loss of earnings vs. expeditures. 

13 

ROJAS has sustained damages in an amount as yet undetermined, which are ongoing and continue to accrue, 
14 

in an amount to be determined at Trial. Additionally, ROJAS has incurred attorneys' fees and costs. 15 

16 FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

17 
CONSTRUCTIVE TERMINATION 

18 

(Against All DEFENDANTS) 
19 

122. ROJAS realleges Paragraphs 1 through 121 above and incorporates same as though fully set 20 

21 forth herein. 

22 
123. At all relevant times, ROJAS was employed by CITY. As set forth above, ROJAS had been 

23 

employed by CITY for approximately 27 years, receiving exemplary Performance Reviews. 
24 

124. During his employment, as stated above, ROJAS made various disclosures/complaints of his 25 

26 reasonably based suspicions of illegal activity or noncompliance with rules or regulations. 

27 
125. ROJAS was subjected to working conditions that were intolerable and that a reasonable 

28 

person in ROJAS' position would have had no reasonable alternative except to resign. 

30 
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1 126. DEFENDANTS intentionally created or knowingly permitted working conditions to exist 

2 
that were so intolerable and ROJAS resigned because of the intolerable working conditions. 

3 

127. As a direct and proximate result of DEFENDANTS' actions, ROJAS sustained and will 
4 

5 continue to sustain significant pecuniary damage for loss of past and future earnings and earning capacity, 

6 loss of employment benefits, consequential damages and benefits in amounts presently not ascertained and 

7 
according to proof at Trial. 

8 

128. As a direct and proximate result of the conduct of DEFENDANTS, ROJAS has suffered 
9 

harm, including humiliation, shame, despair, embarrassment and mental pain and anguish, all to his damage 10 

11 in an amount to be established at Trial. As a further direct, foreseeable and proximate result of the wrongful 

12 
acts of DEFENDANTS, ROJAS has suffered and will continue to suffer loss of reputation, goodwill and 

13 

standing in the industry in which ROJAS has worked, thus precluding or diminishing his opportunity of 

employment in the industry in which he has worked, all to his damage in an amount to be proven at time of 

14 

15 

16 Trial. 

17 
WHEREFORE, ROJAS prays for Judgment against Defendants, and each of them, as follows: 

18 

For compensatory damages, including loss of earnings, deferred compensation, bonuses, 
19 

vacation and other employment perquisites and other special and general damages according to proof; 20 

21 2. Damages for pain and suffering and severe emotional distress; 

22 
Interest, including pre-judgment interest, at the prevailing legal rate; 

23 

4. Attorneys' fees and costs incurred herein; and 
24 

/ / /  25 

26 
/ / /  

27 
/ / /  

28 

/ / /  
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1 Costs of suit and such further and other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

2 

3 _ 

DATED: September 2017 LAW OFFICE OF LAWRENCE J. LENNEMANN 

5 

6 By; 

L&WRENCE Jy^NNEMANN^"' 

Attorneys for Plaintiff, CAJRLOS ROJAS 
7 
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